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Palladium enolates derived from β-ketocarbonyl compounds serve as key intermediates in various catalytic asymmetric reactions. We found that the palladium enolate formed from β-ketoamide is stable in air and moisture and we applied this property to develop a peptide purification system using β-ketoamide as a small affinity tag in aqueous media. A solid-supported palladium complex successfully captured β-ketoamide-tagged molecules as palladium enolates and released them in high yield upon acid treatment. Optimum conditions for the catch and release of tagged peptides from a mixture of untagged peptides were established. To demonstrate the value of this methodology in identifying the binding site of a ligand to its target protein, we purified and identified a peptide containing the ligand-binding site from the tryptic digest of cathepsin B labelled with a covalent cathepsin B inhibitor containing a β-ketoamide tag.

**Introduction**

In chemical biology research, the binding modes of bioactive compounds provide key information for both mechanistic studies and the design of relatively more potent compounds. X-ray crystallographic and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) analyses are generally used to reveal the structure of protein–compound complexes.1,2 However, these methods require a large amount of protein and are often limited by the availability of target proteins. Moreover, the physical properties of the target protein, especially in the case of membrane proteins, can affect efficient crystallization for X-ray analysis or solubilisation for NMR analysis. In contrast, a chemical approach using affinity labelling and mass analysis is applicable to endogenous and small amounts of protein.3–6 Affinity labelling can form a covalent bond between the bioactive compound and its target protein by introducing a reactive group into the target compound. Photoactivatable groups,7 such as aryl azide, diazirine,8 benzophenone,9 have been used to label the binding protein upon photoirradiation. Electrophilic groups, such as halomethyl ketone10 or epoxide,11 can react with nucleophilic amino acids, such as cysteine or lysine, and label the binding protein depending on the proximity to the reactive amino acid. Recently, several additional reactive groups have been developed and used for various applications, such as proteome analysis12–14 or live cell imaging of target protein.15–17 However, irrespective of the reactive group, the binding site can be identified via tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) analysis of the labelled peptides after enzymatic digestion of the labelled protein. In this method, purification of a labelled peptide is important for efficient analysis.

Affinity purification is used to purify molecules of interest via specific interactions between affinity tags and capture molecules, such as antigens and antibodies, or enzymes and substrates. Biotin is often used as an affinity tag for bioactive compounds, and biotin-tagged peptides are purified using avidin-immobilized beads (Fig. 1a, upper panel). Although the avidin–biotin system is one of the most popular methods, it has two major problems. One problem is that the biotin tag is sometimes larger than the original compounds and tends to decrease their biological activity. Another problem is that the high affinity between avidin and biotin often disturbs the efficient elution from the affinity matrix. To overcome these limitations, alkyne or azide tags are introduced into bioactive compounds, and click chemistry is used to install biotin tags after affinity labelling. Various cleavable linkers have also been developed to improve elution efficiency,18,19 and many reports have used click reactions and cleavable linkers (Fig. 1a, lower panel).20–22 In addition, desthiobiotin is used in place of biotin owing to its lower affinity to avidin, which improves the elution efficiency.23 Other affinity tags, such as the FLAG tag, can be also installed and used for the purification of the labelled protein. However, multistep and complex procedures including...
click reaction sometimes result in low purification efficiency of the labelled peptides, as previously reported.25,26

To overcome the limitations, we have developed a simple and efficient purification method using metal-complex-immobilized beads. We previously applied cobalt–phosphine-complex-immobilized beads for the purification of propargyl-carbamate-tagged molecules including dipeptide (Fig. 1b).27,28 However, to achieve the identification of small-molecule-labelled peptides, a relatively more efficient purification method is needed.

In this study, we focused on palladium enolate29,30 derived from β-ketocarbonyl compounds and the Pd aqua complex, which was originally developed as a reactive species for various asymmetric catalytic reactions (Fig. 2a).31–35 We previously succeeded in isolating palladium enolates formed from β-ketoamide (Fig. 2a, lower left panel),36 showing high stability in air and moisture. Based on this result, we evaluated palladium enolate from different viewpoints and speculated on the potential of the palladium complex to capture β-ketocarbonyl compounds on beads and release them via simple acidic treatment (Fig. 2b). The β-ketoamide structure is small and contained in bacterial signaling molecules,37 suggesting that it may function as a bio-orthogonal tag for bioactive compounds. Therefore, we applied the unique properties of Pd enolates to develop a novel purification method for β-ketoamide-tagged molecules.

Results and discussion

First, we prepared a BINAP-Pd-aqua complex immobilized on polymer beads according to our previously reported procedure.38 In this study, we selected TentaGel grafted copolymer beads consisting of hydrophobic regions of polystyrene and hydrophilic regions of polyethylene glycol because its amphiphilic properties were considered suitable for the purification of peptides in aqueous media. We prepared rac-BINAP-carboxylic acid from rac-BINOL in eight steps according to a previously reported procedure (Scheme S1†).39 BINAP-carboxylic acid was immobilized via condensation with TentaGel-NH₂ (Scheme 1). The completion of the reaction was confirmed using the Kaiser test. Using the BINAP-immobilized TentaGel, the Pd complex was generated using [Pd(CN 3-CN)4]2+(TfO −)2. The formation of the Pd aqua complex was confirmed via gel-phase 31P-NMR in CDCl3 as previously reported.38
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**Fig. 1** (a) Affinity purification using biotin tag for the small-molecule-labelled peptide; upper panel: biotin tag is pre-installed into the target compound, lower panel: biotin tag is post-installed via click chemistry and a cleavable linker is used for efficient elution. (b) Purification of propargyl-carbamate-tagged dipeptide using cobalt-complex-immobilized beads (previous work).
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**Fig. 2** (a) Catalytic asymmetric reactions via palladium enolate. (b) Application of palladium enolate chemistry to affinity purification of peptides.
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**Scheme 1** Reagents and conditions: (a) TentaGel-NH₂, EDCI, HOBT, DMF, retention time of 15 h. (b) [Pd(CH3CN)4]2+(TfO −)2, wet acetone, retention time of 7 h, 96% in 2 steps.
We have shown that Pd enolate is rapidly formed from β-ketoamide in solution, as monitored via $^{31}$P-NMR. Therefore, we confirmed the formation of Pd enolate on TentaGel in aqueous media using $^{31}$P-NMR. The TentaGel-supported Pd aqua complex was mixed with three equivalents of β-ketoamide in 5% CH$_3$CN/H$_2$O and the mixture was incubated at room temperature for 12 h, filtered, washed with 50% CH$_3$CN/H$_2$O and CHCl$_3$, and analysed via $^{31}$P-NMR (Fig. 3). The signals of BINAP phosphines were shifted from 34.1 ppm to 27.8 and 34.5 ppm, which was in good agreement with those of the isolated Pd enolate complex (27.7 and 34.3 ppm, Fig. S1†). These results indicate the quantitative formation of a stable Pd enolate on TentaGel in aqueous media, suggesting that the TentaGel-supported Pd complex could successfully capture β-ketoamide-tagged molecules.

Based on the successful formation of Pd enolate in aqueous media, we next applied this methodology to the purification of β-ketoamide-tagged molecules. We tested several β-ketoamides and found that the optimum conditions varied depending on the structure (Fig. S2 and S3, Scheme S2†). Thus, we focused on benzoylacetamide (Bza) in further experiments (Fig. S8 and S9†). We prepared a Bza-tagged model peptide with a sequence corresponding to BSA$_{161-167}$ (Bza-peptide) and investigated the catch and release conditions (Fig. 4 and S4†). The Bza-peptide was mixed with the TentaGel-supported Pd complex and residual peptides in the supernatant and wash fraction were quantified via high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis (Fig. S5 and S6†). The catch efficiency was quantified based on the residual amount. We also assessed the compatibility with various buffer components. In the phosphate buffer, the reaction was complete within 1 h at room temperature with a 97% catch efficiency (Fig. 4b, entries 1 and 2). Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) was also applicable, although a relatively larger amount of Pd complex was required (Fig. 4b, entries 3–5). These results indicate that our system can function in high salt concentrations (PBS: 137 mM NaCl and 2.7 mM KCl). Moreover, 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) in 5% CH$_3$CN/H$_2$O, a standard acidic solvent for peptides, was compatible and yielded a catch efficiency of 90% (Fig. 4b, entry 9). We also found that peptides at much lower concentrations could be efficiently captured and eluted by using sufficient amounts of Pd complex (Fig. S10–S12†). Next, we examined the elution conditions required to release the captured peptide. Treatment with 0.3% TFA in 50% CH$_3$CN/H$_2$O for 30 min was sufficient to elute the Bza-peptide quantitatively (98%) (Fig. 4c, entry 3; and S7†). In addition to the increase in acidity after using 0.1–0.3% TFA, the increase in CH$_3$CN content from 5% to 50% appeared to enhance elution via the coordination of CH$_3$CN to the Pd complex. Compared with previous results using a cobalt complex (Fig. 1b)‡,‡,‡ a relatively more efficient catch and release with shorter incubation time, milder acid treatment, and a longer model peptide were achieved in the present study.

After establishing the optimized conditions, we attempted the affinity purification of the Bza-peptide from a complex peptide mixture (Fig. 5). We added Bza-peptide to a tryptic digest of bovine serum albumin (BSA), which is expected to contain 55 peptides with a molecular weight over 500 Da (Fig. 5a). The catch and release protocol was applied to the peptide mixture. The initial solution, supernatant after the catch step, washing solution, and eluate were analysed using matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization-time-of-flight (MALDI-TOF) MS (Fig. 5b and c). The Bza-peptide was selectively detected in the eluate, while the original peptide (BSA$_{161-167}$) was mainly detected in the wash fraction. Although many other peptides contain functional groups that could potentially interact with the cationic metal, the other peptide captured by the TentaGel-supported Pd complex was solely BSA$_{161-167}$ and BSA$_{147-359}$ contain acidic amino acids (Asp or Glu) and a basic amino acid (Arg) (Fig. 5c S13†); however, the latter was bound to Pd beads, whereas the former was not, implying that the amino acid sequence of BSA$_{147-359}$ may contribute to the binding affinity. The results also indicated the compatibility of the TentaGel-supported Pd complex with functional groups in amino acids, except for cysteine. Because thiol group interacts with metal beads as previously reported, our method is unsuitable for a sample containing free thiol of cysteine residue. However, the cysteine thiol group is generally
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**Fig. 3** $^{31}$P-NMR analysis of TentaGel-supported Pd aqua complexes before and after mixing with β-ketoamide.

**Fig. 4** Catch and release of Bza-peptide. (a) Procedure. (b) Catch and (c) release efficiencies were quantified by HPLC analysis.
blocked with iodoacetamide before tryptic digestion. Therefore, our purification method is expected to be useful for the purification of affinity-labelled peptides.

Finally, to demonstrate the utility of our methodology for the determination of binding sites in bioactive molecules, we performed affinity labelling of an enzyme with a Bza-tagged inhibitor and applied our system to purify the labelled peptide (Fig. 6). Z-FG-AOMK was previously developed as a specific cathepsin B (CatB) inhibitor, which forms a covalent bond with the catalytic cysteine residue. We designed Bza-FG-AOMK using a “built-in” strategy, in which the β-ketoamide structure was introduced into Z-FG-AOMK with minimum modification of the structure. Bza-FG-AOMK was synthesized (Scheme S3) and found to show stronger CatB-inhibitory activity than that of Z-FG-AOMK, indicating the compatibility of the Bza tag (Fig. 6a and S14†). CatB was treated with Bza-FG-AOMK and then digested using trypsin after iodoacetamide treatment. A labelled peptide was purified from the tryptic digest according to the procedure presented in Fig. 6 (Fig. 6b, S15, and S17†), and a specific peptide corresponding to the binding site of Z-FG-AOMK was obtained (Fig. 6c). The labelled amino acid was confirmed to be the catalytic Cys29 via LC-MS/MS analysis (Fig. 6d). In addition to the labelled peptide, CatB246–263 was purified even in the absence of Bza-FG-AOMK (Fig. S16 and S17†), confirming the affinity of this peptide for Pd beads. Although certain non-target peptides may show specific binding to Pd beads, the binding peptide labelled with a Bza-tagged compound can be easily identified by comparison with the control experiment. Furthermore, to compare this approach to the standard purification method using the biotin–
avidin system with click reaction, we performed an affinity labelling experiment using alkyne-tagged Bza-FG-AOMK. Purification using the Pd beads was successful, whereas that using the biotin–avidin system was unsuccessful due to loss of the biotinylated peptide after the click reaction and/or its low ionization efficiency (Fig. S18–S20 and Scheme S41). In the previous study, we applied alkyne-tag Raman screening (ATRas) method to identify the binding site of Z-FG-AOMK.26 We labelled CatB with Alt-FG-AOMK, an alkyne-tagged Z-FG-AOMK. After tryptic digestion, we fractionated peptides with HPLC and analysed each fraction with Raman microscope49 or Raman plate reader.44 Finally, the labelled peptide was identified by MS analysis of the fractions showing Raman signal from the alkyne-tag. In contrast, this new affinity purification method does not require HPLC fractionation and screening processes, and the labelled peptide was successfully identified by the direct MS analysis of the purified peptide solution.

Conclusions

The successful purification and identification of the CatB site labelled with the FG-AOMK probe demonstrated that the affinity and selectivity of the reaction between the palladium complex and β-ketoamide tag were sufficient for effective purification of labelled peptides. Since the β-ketoamide moiety is small and easy to introduce into target compounds,43 our method should be suitable for the identification of binding proteins and binding sites of bioactive compounds. Moreover, β-ketoacids are common metabolites, and this method can contribute to the purification of new natural products containing β-ketoamide functionality.42 In this study, we used the Pd aqua complex, which was originally developed to catalyse asymmetric reactions, for affinity purification. Although metal complexes have previously been used for the purification of biomolecules,44 our strategy is the first to use the unique interaction of a metal catalyst, which functions as a pseudo-enzyme, with its substrate for selective purification. This concept may also be applicable to other metal catalysts with high substrate specificity.
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